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On the basis of a parton model studied earlier we consider the production process of
large-mass lepton pairs from hadron-hadxon inelastic collisions in the limiting region,
s ~, Q /s finite, Q and s being the squared invariant masses of the lepton pair and the
two initial hadrons, xespectively. General scaling properties and connections with deep
inelastic electron scattering are discussed. In particular, a rapidly decreasing cross
section as Q /s 1 is predicted as a consequence of the observed rapid falloff of the in-
elastic scattering structure function vW& near threshold.

Feynman's parton model' for deep-inelastic
weak or electromagnetic processes is an expres-
sion of the impulse approximati. on as applied to
elementary-particle interactions. IQ order to

apply the impulse approximation we demand the
following. %e analyze the bound system —be it a
nucleon or nucleus —in terms of its constitutents,
called "partons. " Nucleons are the "partons"
of the nucleus and the "partons" of a nucleon
itself are still to be deciphered. If we specify
the kinematics so that the partons can be treated
as instantaneously free during the sudden pulse
carrying the large energy transfer from the pro-
jectile (or lepton) then we can neglect their bind-

ing effects duxing the intex'Rction Rnd we CRQ

treat the kinematics of the collision as between
two free particles, the projectile and the parton.
Moreover, if we are in R kinematic regime so
that energy is approximately conserved along
with momentum Rcl oss the lntex'Rctlon vex'tex of
the parton with the weak or electromagnetic
current, the conditions for applying the impulse
approximation are satisfied.

The Bjorken limiting region' satisfies this con-
dition for the deep inelastic electron scattering
from protons as viewed from a certain class of
P —~ ox' infinite-Dlomentum frames. The par-
tons" constituting a proton are strongly bound

together as viewed in the rest fx Rme. However,
if their bound state can be formed primaxily by
momentum components that are limited in mag-
nitude below some fixed maximum —i.e. , if there

exists a finite k „—then as viewed in an infinite-
momentum frame these parton states are long-
lived by virtue of the characteristic time dilata-
tion. The del lvatlon of this lntultlvely appealing
picture from R canonical quantum field, modified
by imposing a maximum constraint on k~, has
been discussed as well as its applicability to the
particular class of amplitudes with "good cur-
rents. "3 In particular, the ratio Q /2Mv, where
Q'& 0 is the negative of the square of the invari-
ant momentum transfer and q-I' =Mv, measures
the fraction x —= Q'/2M v of the longitudinal momen-
tum on the parton from which the electron scat-
ters and is a finite fraction 0&x &1 in the Bjorken
limit.

It is easy to show that the ratio x must be finite
in order to apply the impulse approximation.
Otherwise as x approaches very close t:o 0 or 1

we wlTT be fol ced to deRT with vel y slow pRx'toQS

in the I' —~ system, or, as seen in the rest sys-
tem of the proton, with the high-momentum ex-
tremities of the bound-state structure, and for
these t:he impulse approximation breaks down.

The beauty of the electron scattering is that
it allows us to "tune" the mass of the virtual
photon line as we choose to probe finite x. How-

ever when we return to the world of only real
extexnal hadrons, we have no large mass since
Q'-M while 2Mv-s, the total collision energy.
IQ this case x becomes very sma3. 1,' or "wee."
Oul condltlon for applying the impulse Rpprox
imation also fails and the value of the parton con-
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cept is less certain. ~ The impulse approxima-
tion also applies to electron-positron pair annihi-
lation into a specific hadron H plus anything else:
e'+ 8 —8+ "anything" in the deep-inelastic
region of large lepton-pair mass squared q' and
large invariant energy transfer v. In an infinite-
momentum frame of the detected hadron, this
process can be described as the creation of an
essentially free parton-antiparton pair and its
subsequent decay into final states.

If we want to find other processes which satisfy
the kinematical constraints allowing application
of the impulse approximation we need look for
interactions at high energies 8 which absorb or
produce a lepton system of huge mass Q' such
that the ratio Q'/s is finite. An observable class
of processes meeting this requirement is produc-
tion of massive lepton pairs in hadron-hadron
collisions, ' vi.z. ,

p+p-(u'v )+" ~

Our remarks apply equally to any colliding pair
such as (pp) (pp) (Fp) (fp) and 'to final leptons
(p'p ), (ee), ()uv), and (ev).

%hat is going on here can be best illustrated in
a center-of-mass frame. If a massive state with
Q'-s emerges from one of the colliding protons
A or J3 as in Fig. 1(a), it is impossible to satisfy
both energy and momentum conservation in the
overall collisi. on and at the same time exchange
only "wee" paxtons between & and &.' Hence this
process wiO not be related directly to the total
nucleon-nucleon cross section' in which, as dis-
cussed by Feynman, it is the "wee" partons with
x-1 GeV//s that cannot tell "right*' from "left'*
in Fig. 1(a) that are responsible for o'z. In con-
trast, the dominant ampbtude in (1) in a model
of the nucleon with a finite momentum 0',„ in
its ground-state structure will be the production

U ™
can not be wee only

Q =x, x, s

FIG. 'i. (a) Production of a massive pair [)) from
one of the hadxons in a high-energy collision. In this
case it is kinematical1y impossible to exchange "wee"
partous only. (b) Production of a massive pair by
PRE%on-RntiPRxton 8,nnll1il Rtlon.

of the massive lepton pair by anni. hilation of an
antiparton-parton pair as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
Viewed from the center-of-mass frame a hard
(i.e. , non-"wee") parton moving to the right,
say, a,nnihilates on a similar antiparton headed
to the left and the resulting system is very mas-
sive 81nce thell enex'gles add whereas their mo-
menta subtra. ct. It is easy to show that if a pair
of mass. Q' is formed,

Q'=x,x,s, 0&x, ,&1, (2)

where x, , are the fractions of the longitudinal
momenta of their respective hadrons carried by
the a,nnihilating parton pair. Clearly for finite
Q'/s one is here dealing with hard partons and
with the same region of momenta as probed by
deep-inelastic scattering experiments which mea-
sure the parton distribution in x = Q'j'2Mv. In this
px'ocess we a1e measuring over a range of the1r
values as constrained by (2) for fixed Q'/s.

We now turn to a calculation of (1) in the deep-
inelastic region of finite 7 = Q' js with s - ~. The
general expression for the cross section is

4m' 2 1/2 2~2
,=( 3 (—, (+, [[s—(M, +M, )*j[s-(M,-M,)']j "*W(Q*,s),

where a spin average is understood and

w(Q', s) = 16m'E-,E-,f(dq)&(q'-Q') j(dx)e "*&a,s, ['"&IZ„(x)z"(0)IJ,P,'"')
I«'E,E,f(d-q)~(q' q')Z. (2~)'&-'(&, +p;q J'„) ~&, P,""'-I~„l n&)I~"IJ',P,""').

In (4) E~~ P~, M) and E2, P2~M2 are the energies~ momenta~ and masses of the two initial hadrons and Pl
is the muon ma, ss. Since we will directly imitate the steps in our preceding analyses of deep inelastic
processes, ' we first define a true infinite-momentum frame by boosting from the collision center-of-
mass frame by a velocity P/(1-P')'" = 2P/v s in a direction orthogonal to the collision axis. The four-
vector momenta of the two incident colliding hadrons are then, for s»M',

(5)
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We can now let P- ~ for large but finite s: P»fs»M. The energy in the collision is represented by
a transverse momentum mismatch of the colliding hadrons. For a parton, or a baryon or meson quan-
tum in our field-theory model, to be exchanged between them without introducing an asymptotically
large momentum transverse to either of the two hadron lines, the parton momentum is restricted to a
fraction -M/Es along the P axis and to a finite value -M orthogonal to it. This constraint corresponds
to the "wee" parton condition in the center-of-mass frame of the colliding hadrons. In the P- ~ frame
(5) this constraint satisfies the condition of finite transverse momentum imposed on our field-theory
model.

In this frame' we can repeat steps developed in earlier work of undressing the current operator by
the U matrix: J„(0)=U j„(0)U where j„(0) is the current operator expressed in terms of free fields.
Furthermore the energy differences between the eigenstate ~P,P,~'" ) and the components of U~P, P, '"~)
can be ignored in the limit s- ~ for Q js finite; the same is true for ~n) and U(n). This is so because
the invariant mass of the individual system of particles moving along P, and P„respectively, in (5),
or to the right and left in the center-of-mass frame, is finite as a result of the transverse momentum
cutoff imposed. This mass is thus negligible compared with the invariant mass ~Es appearing in (5).
In other words the impulse approximation is good and energy as well as momentum is conserved across
the electromagnetic current vertex in (4). This leads to the simplification of (4) in the Bjorken limit
for P-~, s»M', Q'js finite, to

lim &WB= 16& E-~E2f(dq)5(q 0)f(d-x) e ""(U(P P )'"
~ j„(x)j"(0)~U(P P,)'") (6)

and in our model, as described in earlier work, to a factorization of the U matrix:

IU(P,P,)'")= IUP, ) IUP, ).
proceeding in analogy with II, Eqs. (72)-(78), we find for the annihilation of a boson pair (the same re-
sult obtains for a fermion pair with spin averaging)

2

(-)f(dq) 5 (q'-g') f(dx) e ""4p2 I j"(x)j„(o)1kp, ) = (2m)'5(Q'-(k, +0,)'), (u, -0,) „(p,-p, ) t'

where A. is the square of the charge of an individual parton and we have used the high-energy approxi-
mation for the dominant large components of the momenta A, "=x,P, ",0,"=x,P, ". Inserting the identity

1
x UP, a ~, .——UI

1

1
P26 X2 g

— UP2 j

where the summation over types of partons with charges A, pairs a parton of type a in IUP)) wit»ts
antiparton ~ in ~Up ) and vice versa. By comparison with (78), (79), and (80) of II we see that (8) can

be written as

F(y) =g, (X,) 'f d&u, f dm, 5(m, &u, -l/T)E„(&u, )E2,-'(m, ) (9

in terms of the invariant structure functions E„(~,) =vW, J introduced in the deep-inelastic scatter-
ing analyses [see (78) of Ilj for u;, times the probability of finding parton of type a in the proton (or
hadron A) with a momentum fraction x, = I/u&, . E„-'(&u,) has the same significance for the correspond-
ing antiparton distribution in hadron (B).

The differential cross section (3) now assumes the simple form in the scaling limit
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FIG. 2. do/dQ computed from Eq. (10) assuming
identical parton and antiparton momentum distributions
and with relative normalization.

where we have rewritten the invariant structure
functions in terms of momentum fraction x.
4vo, '/3Q2 is just the total cross section for ee
annihilation into (point) muon pairs in the relativ-
istic limit.

Equation (10) is the central result of this Let-
ter and is a formal expression of our earlier dis-
cussion. We conclude with several remarks
about general features of this result.

(1) The observed' rapid decrease of the inelas-
tic structure functions F,(x) = vW, as x —1 leads
in (2) and (10) to a prediction of a very rapid fall-
off in F(T) with increasing r = Q'/s. If we as-
sume that the parton and antiparton have identi-
cal momentum distributions in the proton and
this is common for all parton types X, we can
compute do/d Q' directly from measured F,(x),
finding a very rapid falloff in the cross section
as shown in Fig. 2, even though the model con-
sists of pointlike constituents. This is in quali-
tative accord with preliminary experimental find-
ings. However, a quantitative comparison with
data requires a more detailed discussion about
the kinematic cuts in momenta and angles of the
leptons involved in the experimental measure-
ments. This will be done in a forthcoming paper.

(2) The angular distribution of the vector q
—= p+

+p, the total momentum of the muon pair, is
peaked along the incident nucleon's direction in
the lab system. This follows from the observa-
tion that q. P, = (x,P, +x,P,) P, =-,x,s is an invari-
ant and in terms of laboratory variables q Py

—=E,q'(I-cos8), with M, F, =——,s, so that 1-cos8
—O(1/q').

(3) The virtual photon will be predominantly
transversely polarized if it is formed by annihi-
lation of spin-& parton-antiparton pairs. This
means a distribution in the di-muon rest system
varying as (1+cos'8) rather than sin'8 as found
in Sakurai's" vector-dominance model, where 8
is the angle of the muon with respect to the time-
like photon momentum. The model used in Fig.
2 assumed identical parton-antiparton distribu-
tions and hence the spin-~ partons play the pre-
dominant role as in the scattering experiments. '

(4) The full range of processes of the type (1)
with incident@, P, m, K, y, etc., affords the in-
teresting possibility of comparing their parton
and antiparton structures. (In particular no rela-
tion between the parton and antiparton spectra
need be assumed, as we did in Fig. 2, for an ini-
tial pp state. ) Not only are the variations impor-
tant but so are the cross-section magnitudes as
measures of effective X's.

(5) The factoring in (7) is possible only because
"wee" parton exchanges are absent in our model
for processes with hard partons to which an im-
pulse approximation applies. This would not be
the case if our theoretical model were enlarged
to include a "wee*' region of prominence (per-
haps due to neutral vector exchanges). Presum-
ably such quanta are needed to generate Feyn-
man's spectrum' of "wee" or infrared quanta, dx/
x for explaining real hadron cross sections. "
Since the impulse condition does not apply in
these interactions we cannot compute purely had-
ronic processes by our techniques as in (6).
However we can ask what implications there will
be for our results for massive lepton-pair pro-
duction if such "wee" quanta are introduced and
modify (7) by initial-state interactions.

For example, suppose we include the "wee"
parton exchanges between the two systems A
and B before or after the parton-antiparton an-
nihilation takes place. Precisely because the
transferred momenta are "wee, " these interac-
tions can change the invariant mass of individ-
ual groups A and B in Fig. 1 only by a finite
amount and the fractions of their longitudinal mo-
menta by order of 1 GeV/0 s. These corrections
therefore do not affect our arguments leading to
(6) which in turn implies (2) and the general scal-
ing (9). Therefore although the invariant func-
tion F(T) will be modified from (9) by the "wee"
exchanges, the general scaling property will not
be affected. Based on this observation we would

319
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like to emphasize that although "wee" exchanges
must survive at infinite energies to account for a
nonvanishing total cross section of hadron-had-
ron collisions, they are not relevant to the Bjor-
ken scaling behavior of deep-inelastic lepton pro-
cesses such as electron scattering, electron-
positron annihilation, and the massive muon-pair
production in proton-proton scattering consid-
ered here. A nontrivial Bjorken scaling behavior
and the validity of the impulse approximation for
these processes are independent of whether or
not the total cross section for hadrons vanishes
at high energies.

Note added in proof. —We have just received a
preprint of a related study by Altarelli, Brandt,
and Preparata at Rockefeller University, who

have made an analysis based on a direct study of
the light cone behavior of (4). The factor (i/Q')'
multiplying the scaling function F(T) in (10) is re-
placed in their work by one of form [g(T) +bIt(T)/
Q'], where b is a parameter to be fitted. The
main physical difference between their approach
and ours lies in the following: Our model pre-
dicts scaling behavior at asymptotic energies and

therefore parameters with a dimension such as
Regge trajectories do not enter explicitly. We
have argued that the scaling law (10) is a result
of the validity of the impulse approximation
which, in turn, follows from the fact that we are
dealing with hard partons in the asymptotic re-
gion s —~ with T =—Q'/s fixed. [For more details
on this point, see S. D. Drell, Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center Report No. SLAC-PUB-745,
1970 (unpublished), and S. D. Drell and T. M.
Yan (to be published). ] On the other hand, the
work of Altarelli, Brandt, and Preparata does
not satisfy scaling, and Regge parameters ap-
pear explicitly. In parton language, this means
that in their model, based on a light cone analy-
sis, the "wee" parton region is directly respon-
sible. A test of the two approaches will be possi-
ble when the s as well as Q' dependence of the

cross section is known.
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